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Rethinking Moral Education Classes 
on the Basis of the Understanding of Moral Values
Hideki KOBAYASHI
In this paper we note that moral education in the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture?s 
?Course of Study? revised in March ???? is based on the understanding of moral values. The purpose of 
this paper is to reconsider what the moral values are, and how they can be interpreted. To this purpose, we 
check the meaning of ?Doutoku? morals? in dictionaries and Tetsuro Watsuji?s study of ?Toku no Shyosou 
?Aspects of morality?? in his ?Rinrigaku?, and confirm the relationship between moral norms and virtues 
in morality. Then with reference to Hiroshi Usami?s critical study of verbalism in pedagogy, we make clear the 
relationships between moral values, virtues and their meanings in the new ?Course of Study?, and reconsider 
our approach to the child?s understanding of moral values.
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